Peace, peace:...
no peace

Cordt students carry their distinctive posters in Sioux City march.

Approximately

twenty Cordt

Students turned out for the demonstration.
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S'pring Elections
Rushelooney
Appoint New SC( to Speak at
Results of the May stu- Junior representative Caldent c 0 u n c i 1 elections
didates
were De Bree,
were made public Thurs- Kreps, Vos, and Zuiderday night following the ap- vaart, Senior candidates
proval of a new student were Binnema, Heerema,
council constitutional a- Nieuwsma, and Vander
mendment by the Dordt Plaats.
College faculty. The aConventions were held
mendment' which called in the classroom building
for student elections for and in the commons on
the freshman, sophomore. Tuesday night. Each canand junior classes to be didate was introduced to
held in May instead
of his class byhis campaign
September was passed by manager and then presenttwo thirds of the faculty ed his views in a short
members and, in effect, s pee c h. Fol lowing the
va l i d ate d the elections speeches, the floor was
which had been held ear- opened for questions from
lier in the week.
the audience.
Thursday night's
reThe 1970-71 c oun cil
sults showed Carl Brux- president, Harry Fernvoort, Lloyd Den Boer, hout remarked that the
and Carl Neerhof holding run - 0 f f elections were
a victorious majority of necessary because a techthe freshman votes. John nical difficulty in the conde Bree and Lambert Zui- stitution of the student asdervaart held majorities
sociation. The constitufrom the sophomore
tion states that a simple
class, and Nanci Kreps majority is all that is re:
and Roger Vos engaged in quired to elect a reprea run-off election Friday sentative' but with
the
morning. DIane Nieuws- present ballot system it
rna and BobVander Plaats possible for all candidates
took the junior
class from a class to receive
votes, and Wilma Binne- the required majority.
rna and F red Heerema
In the contests for juvie d for the remaining nior and senior repr esencouncil post on Friday.
tati ves, all of the eight
Petitions bearing
the candidates received the
signatures of fifty mem- majority. Because of the
bers of a particular class difficulty this occasioned
were pr e s en ted to the the council called for spestudent council on MOlI- cial run - off elections to
day, May 11, by prospecbe held by the two canditi ve candidates for coun- dates in each class who
'cil positions. Candidates had received the smallest
for sophomore represen- number of votes.
t at i ve were Jeff
Boer,
Bruxvoort, Pam De Boer,
Commenting
on th ,
Den Boer, Mike Godeke; pr os p e c ts for the new
Paula Kelley, and Neer - council, Fernhout stated
hof, Donna Mulder cam- that the new membership
paigned after the corrsen- indicated "exciting possilion for a write-in vote. bilities
for the 1970-71

Commencement
The Dordt College
Board of Trustees has
selected
Rousas
J.
Rushdooney to speak at
the Commencement
Ceremonies on May 29.
This
will
be Rev.
Rushdooney's only address while on campus.

"1,2,3,4, Tricky Dicky Dordt posters demonstrastop the war, " was one of ted to the Dordt 20 that
many chants by protestors they had at least been suew h i c h reverberated off cessful in their attempts
the three and four story at being distinctive. But
walls of the Sioux City es- recognition did not mean
tablishment this past Fri - acceptance. All.attem pts
day, May 8. In 90 degree to chant
posttrve, conheat, a group composed structive statements w::s
primarily of college stu- lost in th~emotlOnal thrIll
dents numbering at times of potential power and
to four hundred wound its sudden freedom.
way from Morningside
When the group
was
College. to the post office. gathered at the steps. of
5 miles away in the heart the only Federal Bulldmg
of Sioux City.
in town, withou~ confrontPr es e n t were twenty ation w tth poltce, three
Dordt students whohad re- little knownspeakers san~
sponded to a "short" visit out the 'same old song.
by five Westmar students They reiterated the four
headed by Les Kurtz. This and five-word catch p}1r~
march protested the Cam- ses made famous by poltbodian invasion and served ticians which caused hope
as arne m 0 ria 1 to four in the hearts of the duped
Kent State students who
As the cameras left;
had been killed earlier in and so the glory- - Dordt
the week
by the United senior Brad Breems grabStates National Guard.
bed the mike, no longer
The pu r po s e of the able to ho Id back from,
march could be best sum- 'singing out to the Lord.
med up in its most fre- He addressed thos.e yet
quented audible declara - present WIththe u~tlmate
tion of "Peace now!" As and cutting questtons no
me m be r s of the Dordt one would face. HIS e~rs
delegation questioned lead- gathered in the stckening
ers as well as followers, sound which echoed in our
it became
i'jUiteevident minds as we headed home
that the marchers weren't on U.S. 75: "1don't want
at all as radical as they to be saved. "
appeared. They were defThe Dordt 20 will ne.vinitely 0 p p 0 sed to "this er become famous for ItS
war," imperialism, rae- attempts. The world WIll
ism, and the majority a- never know we were ev.en
gainst violence. Yet the there, for the sensuahsones who had thought a-tic programmed news mebout it at all g e n era 11y dia only reported what to
wan te d to return to the them seemed radical. I
good old democracy, mi - wonder what they thought
nus of course all these of "Our Democracy: a
evii. If one'; or d ex- Way of Death?"
pressed their attitude it
would be "negative." Everyone
knew what they Opera Guild
wanted, but no one knew
what they wanted, but no
to Present
one knew or even cared to
consider what they would
Lowland Sea
do if their wishes would

Rev.
Rushdooney is
both an experienced and
well-known speaker. An
ordained minister in the
Orthodox
Presbyterian
Church, he has served as
a missionary to the Paiute
and Shoshone Indians as
well as in two California
churches. In his present
role as the director of the
Chalcedon Foundation, he suddenly be met.
Marly Breems summed
is deliveI.'ing lectures.all up his views of the day by
overthecountryanddomg
ing "I was impressed
more Christian research. (~!pre~Sed?) by the comHe hopes eventually. to. be plete lack of vision beable to set up a <?hnsl1~ yond 'get out of Vietnam. '
co~ege ~n C ::llforlll
a Dordtmust take this up as
whichwill be Independent a challenge to offer a pos?f the go.vernment
itive Christian critique of
m areas of finance.
our sin-sick society."
Against all this impregThe~ssianic Character nable backdrop of 'negatiof American Education, vism' and local apathy, tIE
This Independent Republic, Dordt 20 moved in with an
The Foundations of Social alternative- - a sanctified
order, and Mythology of Christian life-style--banScience are oTIlysome of nered by a single, longhis many books.
forgotten or used word of
survival: "Shalom." The
Dordt
students were no
____________
'longer
'Defenders,' but
came with the hope in their
school year." Continuing;hearts of being distinctive.
he remarked 'Some prob- not for the sake of being
lems are just beginning to different, but to cry out
ope n up, but I beheve the coming of the Kingdom.
these people
are ready
.
'
and eager to work as ofThe reaction by the telfice bearers and respon- low marchers toward the
sible Christians. "
ddg 'positive' lesson from the

An opera entitled The
Lowland Sea will be presented by the Dordt College Opera Guild on May
21 and 22, Thursday and
Friday. The opera has a
double cast; with one cast
of main characters acting
on Thursday evening and
the other performing on
Friday evening.
The
main roles are: Dorie
Davis, played by Helen
Veltkamp and Sharon Tolsma; Johnny Dee, by Jim
Veltkamp and Andy Visser; Nathaniel Hazard by
Jim VanRy and Jim Peterson; and captain Jesse.
by Carl Nunnikhoven and
Al Smeenk. Other roles
include the ship's doctor
(Doc)which is performed
by Virg Van Essen and
Howard Nunnikhoven i s
Am 0 s . Nathaniel Hazard's three children are
played by three children
from the grammar school,
(Please turn to p. 3)
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editorial

Diamond Announces New Editors

The Diamond staff of this year voted unanimously
to okay a co-editorship of The Diamond next fall.
Serving as co-editors next year Will be Sophomores
Judi Fluck and Gena De Kam. This arrangement
was necessary since there are no qualified Juniors
Patrick Shea, a student leader at Stanford University, considers himself an
who can take the post next year. The Constitution
"old guard liberal"--or
at least he did a few weeks ago on a national network of The Diamond stipulates that a person who is bepress program. That was before President Nixon's announcement that the
S. ing considered for the post of editor must have had
would be supplying aid to Cambodia. The panel had asked ~r. S.hea at the ti~
previous experience on the staff.
what the reaction of students would be if Mr. Nixon would give aid to Cambodia
Both were members of the Diamond editorial staff
He had answered that in that case he personally would very likely not be sitting
this year; Miss De Kam was the News Editor, and
in the TV studio wearing the business suit, shirt and tie that he was; he would Miss Flu c k was the Associate Production Editor.
have to join the demonstrations of the radical elements on his campus in pr?" Miss De Kam is a History major from Worthington,
testing such involvement. He implied that this would also hold for many of his
Minnesota and Miss Fluck is an Elementary Educafellow students across the U. S.
tion major from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
The incidents of the past weeks since President Nixon's televised announceProcedure requires that editorial candidates file
ment of his invasion plans have borne out Shea's predictions.
Radicals have
with the Student Publication Committee and the Stustepped up their demonstrations and protestations to a crescendo greater than dent Council a "Christian philosophy of journalism,"
ever before, and the action has pushed even somefencesitters over to the doves
The two decided. however, to articulate a statement
side of the argument. And that includes a number of Dordt students"
of purpose. The following is taken from that stateSome Dordt s tuden ts have entered the act on two occasions recently: the ment of purpose.
SiouxCity'march of May 8 and the Washington, D.C. march the next day. These
"The Diamond's first objective is to glorify God in
students participated because they now feel that the war has gone too far and
the realm of journalism, whether fact or opinion,
that we as Christians should protest this newest escalation of the war.
news or feature. However we do not believe that an
For a president who wants to end the war, Nixon's moves in this situation
article need be outspokenly or sentimentality Chrisare far from laudatory. Although Nixon promises us that he will spend at the
tian
to be Christian. An implied statement of the
most two months carrying out this latest mission, we are inclined to look skeptiGod-centeredness of things is often more effective
cally at his statements and promises. Nixon said on April 20, "We wiJ.!. ~ot althan the incorporation of scripture texts. etc.
low American men by the thousands to be killed by an enemy from pnvileged
"We do not consider The Diamond to be the organ
sanctuaries ... We will be conciliatory at the conference table, but we will not
of opinion of the entire student body but of certain
be humiliated. We will not be defeated ... We shall avoid a wider war. " These
persons within the college community. namely the
statements all too hauntingly resemble statements made by his predecessor,
Diamond staff. Nor is it obligated to any faction of
L.B.J. His statements are, respectively, "We could no longer stand by while
attacks mounted and while the bases of the attackers were immune from reply the student body for the opinions or selection of articles printed; rather our obligation is to God as we
- (April 27-, 1965)... Our conclusions were plain. We will not surrender.
We
do not wish to enlarge the conflict. We desire peaceful settlement and talks walk before Him and react to His creation. Just as
Christians in a sin-warped world are often confront(May 4, 1965)... The United States still seeks no wider war (March 25, 1965). "
ed
with situations which are distasteful and un-ChrisThat was five years ago.
tian, so too in journalism, particularly in the area
When words of the same sort were spoken five years ago, but were unable to
of feature material. we are faced with secular and
be fulfilled in that time span, what ensures the truth of Nixon's words? Will
apostate
thought in books. movies. etc. and are
he be in Cambodia for the next month? year? three years? four years? or
forced to take a stand.
even five years?
"Although campus issues should take precedence.
The frustration which builds from such vague and often unfulfilled promises
The
Dtamandjshould also cover local, national and
is unleashing itself today. in "What Do We Do With Our-Lives-?" in Time, Ma
world
events
when they pertain to the college or
ll, California student Linda Eldredge explains some of the causes fortlie viosome
aspect
of
life, either directly or indirectly.
lence which the protestors are using today: "There comes a time when pure
in
any
case
these
issues should be seen in the light
frustration builds and breaks out and is ugly. You throw a bottle and it feels
of
our
Christian
commitment and made applicable
good. You say "F---I" and it feels good... We fee.l horror at deat:? and find
to
us
as
students
and
as responsible, decision-makourselves planning it in Weatherman basements ... Violcnce ? I abhor It. Someing
adults
who
must
be vitally concerned with v:hat
how throughout
all the broken promises and worthless a~eements and reis
happening
in
the
world
around us. The publi~aforms, I still abhor it and condenm it.
We cannot change this wu rld through
tion,
then
is
primarily
a
journal of interpretation
Violence
--we can only end it. But I wonder if people will work in any ?ther
rather
than
strict
reporting.
way... I sound as though I am wallowing in self pity because the world IS too
"in this capacity we see The Diamond as a force to
harsh. I'm not. I am only very tired. "
lead
and mold student opinion Not always, however,
She is very tired, as are college students all across the U.S. This exhaussince
the multitude of situations we face demands a
tion or disillusionment is what will hurt the U. S. in the long run, much mo r e
more
flexible
role; we must act as a mirror of stuso than any Communist takeover of the indochina peninsula.
.
dent
opinion
as
well depending on the way God gives
As far as the whole problem is concerned, we find that we cannot take SIdeS
us
to
see
His
will.
"
with either polarized faction. We feel that the offices which the Establishment
has us urpe d must be upheld even if the officebearers themselves cannot be.
To all students, faculty members and other fr.iends
Th e s e officebearers have too frequently been corrupted by power and can no who have expressed in any way their sympathIes to
longer be objective, just keepers of the law. Several incidents come to mind
us in connection with the sudden death of our parents,
treatment of protestors at the Chicago Democratic convention in 1968; the un- Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Vander Stelt, in Brantford, ant. ,
warranted retribution which Judge Julius Hoffmann paid the Chicago 7 when he Can, , we are profoundly grateful. Your prayers to
served them con tern p t of court sentences all out of proportion to what they God for comfort have been answered.
should have been; and, most recently, the killing of four innocent bystanders
Mr. and Mrs. John C. VanderStelt
at Kent State University in Ohio by the National Guard.
We can sympathize with the objects of such injustice, the protestors.
The
actions and attitudes of the Establishment have often helped in the metamorphosis from an idealistic protestor to a revolutionary. But at the same time, we
cannot accept the violent solutions of the Weatherman faction or even less vio-'
lent factions. To destroy society with a plan for reconstructing it is not really
commendable, but more commendable than siI?ply tearing it down to provide ....blish.d fortnishdy by th••. tud.nt. of Dordt College under th. rmandal
an outlet for frustrated youth as they seem to think.
auspl<:e' of th. Student Cooncd. View •• xpreued arenot aecessarely th ...
To say that something must be done is trite and an understatement.
Prest- ofS2
th•• tudent. body, faculty or adminiltration.
SUbscription. availlble It
.
.
.
pe! academiC yeu, September to May. Addleu- au conespoaclence to
dent Nixon cannot see that the greatest problem Amenca faces today IS not the Th. Diamond, Dordt CoO.B., Sioux Center, Iowa SI250.
maintenance of a small totalitarian regime which differs from Communism only in name, but the possibility that anarchism will result in this country if too
much time and resources are wasted away in indochina. NOteveryone wants EdItor: Ric~ T.r Maat
.
•
.. between supporting the Es tabli s hment Aaoociate
Editon: Bud Bre.m., Cuol Addink
anarchism,
but when offered the choice
AJsistant,~tor:
Jim Schaap
and tearing it down, the more laudatory alternative is the latter.
~.: Edildi;"'?"~ ~ fam Ioir
The answer lies not between the two, but outside them completely. We mus t; Assoc~~cti'"
E'::it'::c Judi Fluck, Ch.ryl Huben
as neither side does first of all recognize that the offices of tlle government BuIin .... Mon.sor: .MudynHybel.
'.
'
- uph 0 ld the government WhlC
. h we havE'
CartOOfIl"': Minn .. T.n .... Ev.lyn Van Wyh.
are insti~d
by God and
that we must
Photosraph.n:
CuoI Bierma. Tom Kryssh.ld. Frank lee
lectedinduedemocratic
process to the greatest possible extent. Thenv.e Wri
R
BI
CarolH
Ian
H
Kn
W
.
.
.
d
d
all
th
h
e
'ter. ""d eporters: Myron om.
oe
In..ory
nap. IIml
must exercise our right as CItiZens to rep rIm a n an rec
ose w om w Swier. Dovid De Groot. J.an Brau .. r, Guy De Hsan, Bill de JIFr. Lloyd Den
know are not fulfjlljng tlleir duties to the best and greatest extent. This means Boer. Bub Dykstra. Golen Ledeboer. Mulo Luin~nberB. Jam•• Mlhoffy. Sue
.
...
.. Chicago, we must '.not SIt bac k an d lIaatman.
Audrey Mulder. Elay N.derlof. Jan Rienstra, Daml lJIf.rts, Joke
that when we learn of police
Injustices
m
Van Bred •• Koren Vln Td. Koren Wathof.
idly listen, but tllat ~ .mu~t take some sort of.ac~on an~ let ?~r viewpoint be Production Staff: Vonnie Bu '. Alanna De Vries. Karen De Vrie •• Shu Flbes,
known against such mJlIIiltices. It has been this kind of maCtiVlty:. ~ well as J,?yce Ilibml.
Mouw. 3::nnl,TamminP.
GoiI Van ~sen. Bub Vandell
navel contemplation that has made the Christian community what It IS today-- EiJid•• Cuol VII. J.nm. W•• ter •.H~,.n Blankespoor. Shem Blankespoor. lren.
.
.
.
BeIIuyt, Betty Den Besten, Phyllis Eisenga, Laurel Hoeflinger, Carol Jan ... , Faye
a1most as weak and '..unmfluential as the proverbial
Jellyfish.
Mulder. Foith Vander Woode.

The War, Order, and Apathy
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Walk-a-thon Ends
Footsore, Successful
In spite of blisters, aching legs, and sore feet,
enthusiasm reigned during the 22-mile walk from
Sioux Center to Orange
City and back. People
from seven to forty-one,
who were interested in
Christian education demonstrated their interest
by taking part in Operation Blacktop.
A motley crew assembled in front of the Commons at 8:00 A. M. on
May 2 and began their
trek down Highway 75, accompanied by a police car
and the ever faithful Blist e r Bus.
About three
miles out they met fellow
walkers, who had left at
4:00 A. M. and were returning from Orange City.
Million
Dollar
Corner marked a big turning
point
as the walkers
marched closer to Orange City where they were

we!comedwith open arms,
punch and cookies. Spirits were high, and after a
brief rest, the walkers
moved on.
The next eleven miles
were much longer
than
the previous eleven mile
stretch.
But with the aid
of a cup of cold water
from Mr. Boot and Mr.
Dykstra, a walking stick,
and a lot of determination,
the group trudged ahead.
The walkers forgot the
morningracin& and WE're
res i g ned to keep their

own paces.
So, one by
one, the walkers stumbled into Children's Park
and -were revived by ladies from a local guild
with punch and cookies.
When asked if they wanted to do it again, the standard reply ran, "Ask me
again in a couple weeks:'
Marly Breems, chairman of the Wa I kat h 0n
Committee, commented
on the enthusiasm of those
who did walk. He also
pointed out that a lot of
the money
came from
sponsors from a distance.
Mr. Case Boot, Walkathon Committee sponsor,
noted the enthusiasm. He
A spiritual retreat,
sponsored by the Mission added that 'the experience
He
Club, was held this past was unforgettable."
pointed
out
that
this
proSaturday, May 16, at
ject made a big impact on
Oak Grove.
The afterthe
community. Boot said
noon and evening
was
that
the criticism faded
filled with various actiinto
the background and
vities such a s a "singadmiration
for the walkalong, hiking,
games,
ers
and
their
cause surand a special talk by Dr.
faced.
He
noted
that this
Kistemaker.
project
extended
the "liThe theme of Dr. Kistemaker's speech
was mited Kingdom outreach"
had dominated the
"Approaching the Church- that
ed, the Unchurched, and scene for so long. Dordt
the Non-Churched." He students and friends have
helped make Christian edsaid that among the
"Churched "people, both ucation pos sible for childProtestants and Roman ren in the inner city of
Catholics, we m u s t tny Philadelphia.
The official
tally on
to establish our common
proceeds
from
sponsors
belief inC h r i s t a s a,
is not in as- yet, but all
point of contact.
concerned seemed satisDr. Kistemaker went
fied
with the outcome of
on to show how to apthe
project.
• kw
proach the 'Unchurched"
meaning
the various
sects such as Mormons
pel of Christ on his own
Jehovah Witnesses, the
level
and in his own lanChristian Scientists, and
guage.
We must stand
all tho s e who consider
next
to
him,
understand
themselves 0 u t side the
his
way
of
life,
and then
Christian Church.
He
come
to
him
with
the gossaid t hat we should try
pel
in
relevant
t
e
r ms .
to understand their reaIn conclusion Dr. Kistsoning and their doctrine.
emaker urged the studWemay not ridicule them
ents to witness positively
as is often done, since
and constructively to the
they welcome it and develop a persecution com ". people they will come into contact with throughout
plex. In our approach,
to the "Unchurched", we the summer months. The
s h 0 ul d be interested in training which they have
received in this past year
the pe r s on's spiritual
must
be used for the exwelfare.
The third point 0 f Dr. tension of the Church of
Kistemaker's speech was Jesus Christ.
A period of Discussion
the Christian approach to
the "Non-C h ur c h e d. " followed the ,SPeech after
This type of person must which each person at the
be reached with the gos- retreat found a place of

Kistemalcer
Addresses
Mission Retreat

Conference

Set for
This Fall
The Siouxland chapter
board has set the Labor
Day weekend, September
4-7, as the dates of the
first annual Camp Okoboji stu d y conference.
The conierence will be
held
at the Walther
League Camp on Lake Okoboji. The focus of this
year's conierence is upon the urgent socio-political p r o b l e m s of our
day and viable Chris tian
al ternati ves .
Speakers for the conference will be' Dr. H.
Evan Runner, professor
of philosophy at Calvin
College, Dr. JohnA. ouhuts , executive director
of the A.A.C.S.,
and
Mr. Gerald Vandezande,
director of the Christian
Labor Association of Canada and executive director of the committee for
Justice and Liberty.
Dr. Olthuis will give
the keynote address on
"The Wages of Change:
From Ruin to Restoration" He will also speak
on the topic, "AProgram
for Christian Politics. "
Dr. Runner's lectures
will follow the tone set
by Dr. Olthuis as he will
speak on the theme, "Today's Political Task for
Radical Christians." His
lectures are entitled "An
Organization of Political
Life which the Radical
Christianis unable to Ac cept" and "A Radically
Christian Reformation of
Our Political Life. "
Mr. Vandezande will
speak twice. The first
s pee chis entitled "On
Strikes
and Strife--A
Critique
of the Status
Quo" and the second,
"Towards
a Christian
View of the Enterprise. "
Following e a c h lecture
there will be time for vigorous discussion.
On Saturday evening,
September 5, professor
James Koldenhoven will
present, with critique, a
production of the play the
Rhinoceros by Eugene
lonesco.
Complete information
and registration forms
will be sent to the entire
student body in the near
future, and students are
urged to register early
for the conference so that
more complete plans can
be made.

solitude for a quiet time
of personal response and
me d i ta t i on. A picnic
lunch, group games, and
a gigantic bon-fire climaxed this years final
spiritual retreat for the
Dordt student body. jb
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Seniors
SC Creates
Anticipate
Busy Year

New Office

The '69 - '70 school year
is quickly drawing to its
end. And there are any
number of feelings about
it. For 126 seniors it is
a time of planning and
anticipation. In the most
recent
survey
of the
senior class well over
halfhad decided to go into teaching,
either
elementary or secondary.
The next largest group
either didn't know what
they were going to do or
were working on something. Uncle Sam will be
taking 5% of the class.

As the academic year
corned to an end, the Student Council is looking to
and planning
for next
year.
Judi Fluck and Gena DeKam were present at the
May 6 meeting to present
their statement of the purpose and role 0 f the The
Diamond on Dordt's cam:
pus. Aft e r hearing the
paper, the Council voted
to approve their nomination as co -e d it or s for
next years Diamond.
Rev. Hulst presented a
Mis cellaneous 0 the r proposal to create a comthings will be taking the mittee to set up cultural
attention of the other stu- events for next year. All
dents. Interests ranging special events
will be
fro m housekeeping to placed under a committee
teaching college were all of students and fa c ul ty
represented.
Even grad which will aim to upgrade
s c h 0 01 raised its head and coordinate events on
for 12 of our senlors ,
campus. Freedom will be
a 110wed. expected, and
Although there are only
encouraged in organizatwo more seniors this
tions air e a d y existing.
year than last, there is
Council approved the promore diversity in future
gram which
must now
plans. A breakdown 0 f
come before
the faculty
the statistics shows th at
meeting.
49 % will be going into
Council a: 1s 0 approved
elementary teaching and
th
e creation of a Student
12%into secondary teachAc t i vi ties Coordinating
ing; 9% will be attending
Committee, with Duane
graduate school, 5%will
be entering the armed Addink as Social Coordiforces, and 4% will be nator. The new commiteitherhousewifes, college tee will w 0 r k wit h the
clubs, organizations, and
teachers, or "other. "At
the CMA. It will draw up
present 19%are undecided a calendar of events at
about the future.
the beg inn i ng of each
month to be handed out to
the
students.
(Opera
cont'd from p, 1)
Student Body President
Kent and Kevin Marra as Harry Fernhout told The
Abraham and Isaac, and Diamond
that. "lnapDordt business manager's proving this committee,
daughter, Nancy De Wit; we've created a new maas Delight. The cast al- jor office in the student
so included mixed worn- government
structure,"
en's and men's choruses. In coordinating the work
In a Diamond interview, of the Film Committee.
Mr. Gary Warm ink, dir- the Sunday Evening Actiector of the opera, said vities Committee, the Sothat the opera is neither cial Activities Committee,
a comedy nor a tragedy. and the Special AssignIt includes the basic sen- ment Committee.
and
timents of agony, sorrow, working with the new Speromance, and exuberance. cial Events Committee, it
It is an opera written by should lead to a more ua contemporary compos - nified program of studenter, Alex Wilder,
in a wide activities.
mildly contemporary idDonna Mulder also reIom , Most of the action ported that the Spiritual
takes place in the home Activities Committee is
of Dorie Davis in a fish- working
on plans for a
ing village. It is a love new and better chapel for
story between Dorie Da- next year.
ml
vis and Johnny Dee but is
interrupted by a sea voy- ----------age to Singapore of which The story goes on from
Johnny is a part. He be- there as a combination of
comes ill and is left in the above mentioned senSingapore.
On the re- timents.
turn trip, the ship is lost
Advanced tickets go on
and all sailors perish ex- sale Monday.
May 18,
cept. of course, Johnny with prices at $1.00 for
Dee who is safe in Singaadults and $.75 for stupore. During his absence,
dents.
The opera will
Dorie Davis marries Natake place on May 21, 22
thaniel Hazard who posat8DO pm in the old gym.
sesses t h r e e children.
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Marching to Where? Why?

by Tom L. VandenBosch

On Thursday,afternoon, May7th, three DordtStudents,Jim Schaap,bel's in a dump truck distributed loaves of bread and boxes of cerlugene Vanden Bosch, and Tom l. Vanden Bosch, left by car for eal throughout the crowd.
Washington,D. C., to be present ~t the a!"'ti-warprotest scheduledfor
Across the street, on the north side of the Washington MonuSaturday,May9th. A report of their experiencesfollows.--Ed.
ment, long lines of demonstrators waited in the blazing sun to pay
Arriving in Washington at 7 pm Friday, after a long and unevent- 25¢ for a small glass of Coke. Members of the "New Mobe"(New
ful trip we drove almost immediately to the WashingtonMonument Mobilization Committee to End the War), which only last week
where a crowd was already beginning to gather. Parking space was proclaimed a nation-wide student boycott of Coke, were angered.
Finally a group of Yippees took matters into their own hands, dealmost non-existent and we finally parked several blocks away.
clared
an entire Coke truck "liberated, " and proceeded to distriWalking down Pennsylvania Avenue toward the monument, we
bute
hundreds
of gallons of free Coke to demonstrators,
WhEn
passed
the White House. Crowds of young people, bedrolls on
the
Coke
truck
was
finally
empty,
they
liberated
the
Coke
stand
their backs, milled about in front of the tall, iron fences. Powerful searchlights on the White House lawns were directed toward itself, frightening off the Coke employees and liberating the rethe street; hundreds of dripping candles, mounted on the fences maining coke, hundreds of hot dogs, as well as the contents of the
cash register.
by the students, were almost unnoticeable in the glare. UniformLess than a mile away, several hundred students swam in the
ed guards were conspicuously placed on the White House grounds.
Reflection
Pool in front of the Lincoln Memorial, many of them
Most stu den t s stood in small groups discussing Viet Nam, tle
totally nude.
Cambodian invasion, -the murder of the Kent State four, the imAt 3:20 pm the rally ended and the crowd split into two groups,
prisonment of BobbySeale. A few persons heckled the guards. A
One
group mar c h e d on the Justice Department while a second
large group pre sse d close to a small pocket radio to hear the
group,
of which I was a part, headed in the direction of the White
Prestdenr'n news conference, then in progress only a few hundred
.House
and downtown Washington. As we passed in front of the
yards away. Around the corner a CBSsound truck fed cables into
Treasury
Department building, a number of black police officers
the news conference.
on the third floor balcony raised their right fists in a "Power to
the People"salute. The crowd roared its approval, and the march
came to a halt. "Come down and join us!" many shouted, while
others tried to throw flowers up to the officers,
A few blocks further down the street, at the corner of N. W. H
and 16th Streets, violence was narrowly averted. Members of
the Weathermen faction of the S. D. S. attempted to overturn one
of the many buses which, lined up bumper to bumper, completely
surrounded the White House grounds. Police threatened to use
tear gas, parade marshals urged students to disperse, and the
crowd alowly melted away. Although sporadic incidents occurred
throughout the afternoon and evening, no major confrontations developed. The anti -war march in Washington was over.
But what brought 100,000 people to Washington, D. C., on May
9, 1970?
Blair Christy didn't have to come to Wa s hi ngt on - -she lives
there. She felt that, while the crowd was perhaps not as large as
November 15th Moratorium turnout, the people were more genuinely concerned about the war this time.
Beverly Harrfson,'> from'"'NewYork City. was concerned about
the morality of the war. "We felt it was time we joined the proWhen we reached the Washington Monument, a rock music con- test." said Miss Harr i s on. A Luverne. Minnesota native who
cert had already begun. For the next three hours we were enter- says she is well acquainted with Northwest Iowa. including Sioux
tained by well- known rock gr 0 ups,
interspersed with political Center, she is presently professor of Ethics at Union Theological
in New York City. Her "absolute opposition" to the
propaganda and "important announcements" (such as "Sunday is Seminary
Vietnam
War,
the Cambodian invasion, and the continuation of
another day, but tom 0 rr ow is non-violent. ") Buns, ice cream
Johnson's
war
policies
brought her to Washington, D. C., on this
bars, and bottles of orange dr tnk were sold for 25¢ L 'ece. Near
hot
Spring
day.
"Too
many
church people are frightened and just
the monument a group ofKrishmaBuddhistworshippers performed
believe
their
leaders
...
The
church is caught because it's a very
their haunting rituals.
Shortly after midnight the concert ended,
middle-class
established
institution,
" Beverly concluded.
and hundreds settled down for a night in the park.
If
the
moral
problem
broughn
Beverly
Harrison to Washington,
One hour later, after being routed from the park by the Washit
was
the
question
of
legality
which
attracted
Frederick Klassig.
in g ton police, we made our way back to the car. As we again
Mr.
Klassig,
a
criminal
lawyer
from
North
Bergen,
New [ersej,
passed by the White House, we noticed a National Guard convoy
has
defended
several
radical
leaders,
and
is
convinced
that the
slowly forming on the White House grounds. Two blocks away, a
war
is
unconstitutional
'i
am
very
interested
in
the
constitutional
group of protesters seized the Peace Corps headquarters and prepared for a showdownwith police. We drove out to the Catholic issue of a president single-handedly making war," stated Klassig.
University of America to spend the remainder of the night. (The He also addressed himself to the Kent State tragedy: as a proCatholic University, located in the suburbs of Washington, pro- fessionallawyer, he insists that the National Guard have no legal
right to carry live ammunition in their weapons. Furthermore,
vided free housing and food to all demonstrators. )
he
blames the "federal campaign against the students" for some
The foI!owing morning we were taken by bus to downtownWashresponsibility
ington. As we approached
the Ellipse, site of the mass rally ing at 'bums'. "in the Kent State deaths: "One feels easier shootscheduled for noon, the crowd began to swell. Saturday's "WashDebby Levy came to Washington "just to express my support of
ington Post" estimated the crowd at 75,000 to 100,000 persons,
the
students. " A member of Local 1199of the AFL -CIa affiliated
but several demonstrators who had been present at the November
Drug
and Hospital Union of New York City, Debby doubts that the
ISth Moratorium rallY--Ifhere 300,000 persons were present-r- tnrally
couId really influence Nixon's Foreign policy, but "maybe
sisted that Saturday's rally was nearly as large.
it does some good by keeping up the morale of the protestors. "
The rally began promptly at noon, with speeches by such notaA yo un g Black Panther sympa~zer,
W!lorefu!led to give his
bles as Dr. Benjamin Spock, David Dellinger, and Mrs. Martin name, agreed that it was probably ImpOSSIbleto influence NlXon
Luther King. Although poet Alan Ginzburg did his thing to turn on by such a demonstration. He felt that, while "95% of the black
the crowd, the rally was generally an uninspiring performance. youth support
the Panthers," and all radicals (black and white)
As one person later remarked: "It was the same old record. " have common causes, revolutionary tactics would never succeed:
One after another the speakers paraded up to the platform to har- "We already have isolated revoluticn-i-but a co-ordinated effort
angue against the war, the establishment, imperialist aggression, will never come. We have no alternative other than to work withand oppression of the people.
in the democratic process. It's mostly just words, but there's
Far more interesting, however, was the activity on the distant something viable about it. "
fringes
of the crowd, and I soon drifted out to take in the side
N. D. Brooks, a black officer (#3004) of the Washington Police
shows. The American
Communist Party distributed its "Daily Department, also upholds the democratic process. When asked
World" and urged all takers to "find out what the Communist Par- whether the police department or the residents of Washington rety really stands for. " "Impeach Nixon"demanded one group which sented these demonstrations, he replied: ''No! This is your right.
saroetiTnd a table ga thering
Signatures for that purpose. The You pay your taxes, you have a parade permit, it's your right as
Black Panther Party sought contributions for the defense of Bobby an American citizen to use the streets like this. "
Seale, and the Womens' Liberation Movement signed up new memIronically, it was a year spent in Vietnam as a paratrooper in
bers. The crowd broke into a frenzied cheer as a long column of the 173rd Airborne Brigade that turned Patrick Finnegan against
"Federal
Employees Against the War," each departmental unit the war. "My mind went through a process of change over therecarrying its own banner, marched into the center of the Ellipse. MyLai 's are not isolated events, but at least we.ekly occurrences.
A group of stu den t s walked by dripping with blood from animal I saw more women and children killed than soldiers. And we have
hearts which they held in their uplifted hands, and S. D. S. mem(To Marching,next pagel
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by Jim Schaap

Student unrest has risen to an all time high within the United
With these causes as background, the week of May 4 became
States. 400 colleges and universities throughout our nation were the week of dissent. Culminating in marches all over the nation,
closed for some period of time last week, because of reaction, the weekend brought a conglomerate of "doves" to the scene of
sometimes violent, on the part of student bodies. The first cause, previous mass demonstrations and also the seat of the national
of course, is the \i etnam war itself. For nearly a decade this government, Washington D. C.
drawn-out conflict in Southeast Asia has been a thorn in governWhydid we go? Perhaps indignation in our country's role in Inment flesh, provoking draft-card burnings, ROTC riots, and gen- dochina; perhaps sorrow and fear concerning the Kent State IncieraI civil disobedience within the university community. Second, dent; perhaps a new vigor to raise ourselves above the everyday
President Nixon's decision to send troops into Cambodian terri- Dordt student
who walks through four years of school thinking
tory in an effort to bring the hostility to an end created a new and Western Civ tests, English papers, and education classes are all
even larger wave of not only student protest, but also congres- there is to an education; perhaps curiosity; perhaps excitement;
sional disapprovaL _Thirdly, Vice President Agnew's continual perhaps a week-end vacation away from books and Junior-Senior
pokes and jabs at students throughout our nation were accentuated Banquets; perhaps all of these, or some of these or others. In a
when the President himself referred to today's college students phrase, for me, it was "getting off the dead weight of my poster.as "bums." And finally, Kent State University, the scene of the' ior ;." Isolation is not only geographic in Sioux Center, it's politi-tragic shooting of four students, gave all anti-war sympathizers cal, One does what he can to know what is going on by listening
a banner-to rally around.
to Huntley and Brinkley or ski m min g the front page of the Des
Moines Register.
Really knowingwhat is going on is only a figWe were im pr e sse d .•. negatively so. First reactions were
ment of our corn -fed imaginations. Two other words, curiosity
completely negative. All the s e kids were searching for was a
and rebellion probably characterize our quest. Curiosity in wantplace to blow grass, drink wine, and lay with their companions.
ing to know ifeverything people say about demonstrators and-their
It made me happy there was a place like Dordt where real kids
game
is true, and rebellion in knowing innately that this talk aweren't messed up.
bout "having the only answer" and the "real basis" is only a subThe night. More rock festivals, grass, wine, and interaction. stantial as hearsay if an understanding of that problem (and that
We slept easily on a cement floor, minds already filled with pos- answ er) is lacking. We rebel at people wholaugh off a Johnson by
sible conclusions.
claiming that he has no basis for his claims, and then admitting
The morning came quickly. The rally and the march were min- to having been born and raised in Oostburg,
Wisconsin's, or
utes away. The person next to me on the bus handed out papers Prinsburg, Minnesota's, or Lynden, Washington's. We rebel at
giving telephone n u m bel's to call when busted and how to treat
Isolati.onbreeding over and over in our thinking and telling us we are
yourself for irritation from tear gas. "Not my bag, baby." Exit apart from the world around us. We rebel at Earth days Which
The sidewalks were packed, completely. No turning back. Mous- draw only 200 stu den t s , if that. But our primary mission was
taches, beards,
beads, and bellbottoms all around. Signs and simply to observe. See, first hand, the S. D. S., Women's Lib,
placards hung above the stream of humanity. Two fingers. A the National Mobe committee, and in general, what the anti -war
- fist.
(Please turn to

IrYlarching, cont'd from p. 4)

no support from the Vietnamese civilians--th e y don't want us
there!" Pat, who now attends Nassau Community College in New
York, says that attitudes of GIs are. changing. He calls the U. S.
invasion of Cambodia "ridiculous. "
Paul Eberth doe s n 't have to worry about the war; he's Irom
Montreal, Quebec. But he feels s t r 0 n g 1Y opposed to the U. S.
presence in Indo-China, and urges U. S. citizens to come to Canada. As we walked along under his "Canada is Here" banner, Paul
talked of the total "hands off" policy of the Canadian government
toward draft resisters and described excellent employment opportunities for draft dodgers.
The "psychological angle" of the thing intrigued John McKeefery,
counselor at the ChildTreatment Center for Emotionally Disturbed
Children
in New York, who came for the march. "I'm having
trouble reading the moodtoday--there's somethingnew and angry
about it that I haven't seen before. " I asked if, in his professional opinion, the marchers were "psychological misfits" as is often
charged. "No-r-this is the kind of argument you hear when people
have no legitimate criticisms to make-it's a clear Sign of a weak
argument," answered Mr. McKeefery.
This w r it e r went to Washington primarily to observe, and I
was frequently amazed at what I saw. The obvious inconsistencies were difficult to comprehend. In the midst of the anti -war
rally, as speakers denounced "capitalistic oppression of the masses", young demonstrators hawked apples, ice cream, and watered-down fruit drinks at 25¢ a shot. Youthful singers at Friday
night's rock festival mourned the pollution of the environment-after which the 5000 people in the audience walked off and left literally tons of garbage behind. Dr. Spock pleaded with the world
to "Give peace a chance" - -while across the street demonstrators
demolished a Coke stand and "liberated" its contents.

Ell!lJ.in91.
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I was even more shocked, however, by the obvious changes that
have taken place recently among the "radical" members of our
society. Having worked in the Chicago Open-Housing Marches in
the s umme r of 1966, and in the McCarthy thing in 1968, I felt I
knew what to expect when I arri ved in Washington. I couldn't
have been more wrong! The positive idealism and youthful optimism which characterized the civil rights struggles and the McCarthy days have given way to utter nihilism and despair. Many
of the people in Washington last weekend had just one program:
DESTROY! Destroy the establishment, destroy the capitalistic
system of oppression, destroy the imperialist aggression. But
few had any positive alternatives to offer. While they jUs¥y sense
the emptiness of American society, .many also intuitive y sense
their own internal emptiness.
--Which makes a genuine Christian witness all the more crucial at this point The crisis in American. society is sno-balling-the change in just the last two years is almost incomprehensible I
The task which confronts the Christian inNorth American society
is staggering, and I can offer no quick and easy answers. But I
can tell youhow to insure America's downfall! Just continue what
you're doing now. Continue
to spend your time arguing about
whether blue jeans may be worn in the classroom, about the pros
and cons of square dancing, about the posstbiltry that just maybe
there's a slight chance
that if a 35-year-old person with three
children we re to come to Dordt for just one or two courses we
mi ghtmake an exception to the rules and allow him to drink alcoho 1ic beverages in his home. Keep sending out spies to determine
which dorm residents don't attend church twice each Sunday, and
keep stipulating that new faculty members may not come to Dordt
unless they shave their beards. Do all this and the countless other important things
that make Dordt life so significant and ya
may be sure that you'11have no time remaining to tackle the ree
problems which confront the world I
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eAF Faces Uphill Fight
by Carol Addink, Brad Breams, Rich Ter Maat, Dave Sinclair

The Christian Action Foundation is a group of Christians concerned with their role in contemporary society. The group traces
its origin to a deacon's conference in 1965. Rev. Louis Tamminga,
presently the foundation's national board president, had just begun
his work at Bethel Christian Reformed Church of Sioux Center.
Addressing the deacon's conference, Tamminga delineated his
views on the role of the Church, the Christian community, and
government in society. He talked about the whole Christian communal enterprise as he would like to see it take shape.
After speaking to several other men's groups, some of the members began saying, "Let's do something. Let's form some sort
of organization to explore this further and take some kind of action. "
The men chose a seven-me mbe r committee which chose the
name Christian Action Foundation. This same group asked Rev.
Tamminga to serve as its head In December the seven -rnan committee expanded to a board of 12. At the first public CAF meeting in February, 1965, 70 people joined the fledgling organization
Tamminga ventured that the growth has not been phenomenal, but
~e m:mbership now exceeds 900. There are presently chapters
ill Ch i c a g o , Grand Rapids, Pella, Minnesota, New Jersey, and
Pennsylvania, in addition to the original one in Sioux Center.
A History of Development

Rev. Louis Tamminga

Rev. Tamminga closed the interview with a special appeal to
students to join the CAF. He 0 b s e r v ed, 'These are turbulent
times, there is tremendous confusion in the world. As a younger
generation, we search for answers. "
Tamminga rev e ale d that he believed that a body such as the
CAF could concretely
contribute to offering some of these answers to contemporary soc i e t y . "We hope that more students
will join us. "

Meetings and discussions led to the articulation of the CAF's "Professional" Comment
position: to specifically discover how the Word of God applies to
Sioux County
has no real professional politicians. But those,
society. After stating this broad purpose, the foundation singled
who
are
closest
to being so have indicated a favorable attitude'
out issues and wrote papers on them in an attempt to bring Chmstowards
the
CAF.
None of them believe that the CAF can, or
tianity to bear on issues in society.
should
become
a
political
party, but that it should stay in the role
According to Tamminga, "These position papers weren't really
in
which
they
presently
see
it, that of an advisory group. In admea n t so much to shape the world or to change situations or to
dition,
all
agreed
with
the
briefs
and papers which CAP has preremedy so much immediately. They were really meant to become
sented
them,
but
there
was
a
slight
disagreement over the paper
sort of models ... to be educational for our own people." He went
dealing with abortion.
on to add that some of the papers which the committees presented
A major political force locally, Sioux Center mayor Maurice
were more than merely educational. These went on to serve a
double role and were distributed outside of the membership. An Te Paske, considers himself a liberal Republican--''!'ve almost
example of such a paper was a response to Governor Hughes in- been called a socialiSt." He sees the CAP as a "breath of fresh
air" because these are viewpoints that need expressing and beaugural speech in 1966, This brief, which spoke out on freedom
cause he believes that "the church" should be doing this. ''The
and labor, had a distribution of 5000 copies.
church" should be taking on more relevant issues than just some
Although most of the position papers have been general preliminary statements, so me of them have been more specific. The comfortable, easily decided issues as it has in the past and albrief on amendments to the Iowa divorce law, for example, be- though he doesn't agree with the CAP's abortion stand, he agrees
came both lengthy and specific. Other publications include de- with their other positions. But more relevant issues must be hit
tailed works on marriage, labor, the role of the Christian School, and positions taken, he said, especially in areas such as the togambling, abortion, Sabbath observance, crime, and conscieri- bacco and alcohol industries which he believes are exploiting "the
ti 0 u s objection. General statements have been released which church. "
The role of the CAF should not be to start a new political pardeal with the Word of God in the world, Christian politics, and a
ty, Te Paske believes, but to remain in the advisory capacity in
Christian view of government ..
which it now is. An ecumenist at heart, he believes that rather
than fragment society, we should go into the existing organization
Basic Purpose
and work from within. There should be a leavening of society,
rather than a blasting apart and a new beginning.
The consuming purpose of the CAF has been somewhat limited
The CAP, however, has not aimed most of its efforts at local
to politics.
In an interview Tamminga stated, "The CAF first
levels but has been busy in Iowa, at least, in state congressional
wants to find out what the Bible really wants government to do.
proceedings.
State Senator Lucas De Koster of Hull represents
What is our task as Christians in our political role?"
Sioux, Plymouth, and part of Lyon counties in the Iowa Senate.
Consequently, at the next Christian Congress, the board will
His contacts with the CAP have impressedhim also as view points
recommend that the CAF's name be changed to the Association
that need expression, especially if he is to represent his district
for Christian Political Action.
faithfully. He follows closely a leadership theory of representaWhen asked what the goals of this Christian political action are
tion, whereby he will allow the sentiments of his constituents to
and what it can expect to accomplish, Tamminga replied, "In the
influence what he thinks is best only if those sentiments have sopresent situation, in view of the whole political situation in the
lid reasoning behind them. And this is the case with the CAP's
United States and also the state of affairs in the Church, of Chrisbriefs.
Al though
he stands close to the CAP's position and it
tianity in general, and the degree of secularism in our society, it
doesn't take much to influence him to vote as the CAP wishes, the
is really almost preposterous to think of Christian action. The
briefs have influenced him in his past voting record.
whole CAF is preposterous. If we would simply go by human logDeKoster thus sees the CAP as "soft pressure group"--a group
ic, human possibilities, one would despair of a body such as this.
of people who present their opinions in a unified manner. He beI do not think, however, the Lord will bless that which is done in
l I eve s in the two party system and believes that to introduce a
faithfulness to Him. In that faith we should go on.. In that faith
third party or more would destroy the ease with which responsiwe should go on. In that faith we should simply expand and bring
bility can be pinpointed. Thus he hopes that the CAP will not atthis challenge and vision to more' and more Christian people -; As
te mp t to be come a party on its own, but will continue to be a
problems arise in society, we should not despair of the Christian
answer.
pressure group working within the present two party system.
The state representative from the area, Elmer Den Herder of
The CAF president mused hopefully that more Christians would
Sioux Center, is perhaps the more experienced legislator.
He
see a challenge in the development of a Christian style of politics
has been a member of the IowaHouse of Representatives for fourand a Christian ethics in politics. He said that he wished more
Christians would band together and in this way give more meanteen years. He has received the usual letters , briefs and visits
ingful and responsible guidance to the nation.
from the CAP, as well as having attended several meetings. Since
his thinking is along the same line as the CAP's, he says, he has
A Christian Political Party
The CAP position acknowledges the colossus of the American
not needed too much influence from the briefs which he receives
from them. But he s e rio u sly doubts if the material would too
two-party system.
With this picture of two giants in mind, the
greatly influence other legislators in the Iowa statehouse, because
Christian who hopes to start his own unique party despairs. On
of the large volume of mail which they do get from other groups
the other hand this organization points out that most small bodies
as well. Most success comes from those who know the legislawhich are convinced of their beliefs have historically asserted a
tors or would come from their districts.
great deal of influence.
Den Herder sees the role of the Christian as an uphill fight a"The definition of a party is such that whenever like-minded
gainst
laxity and liberality which is pervading society today. The
people formulate practical policies from a basic world and life
CAP
has
the task to continue and win in that uphill fight. They
view, then you have a party. I think we should be bold and simply
say that we want a Christian political party, " Tamminga stated.
(Please turn to~
p, 7)
tt
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On Rhyme And Meeter
Dordt's prolific Merle Meeter, owner and resident of the celebrated "Chair of Poetry" has recently published a second volume
of poetry, Prince of God. It follows the first book of poems entitied Canticles to the Lion Lamb. It features two series of poems
onthe life of Biblical characters, a series of Psalm paraphras e s,
ten songs, and an Animalphabet. Hopkins -like compounds, parenthetical comments, extensive vocabulary, and wry humor are
integral parts of his carefully crafted poetry.
The poem series of the life of Jacob and the life of MosESpr 0vide fresh insight into the life of these two Biblical character s .
Whileremaining faithful to the Biblical narrative, the poetic interpretation and, in some cases, expansion of the Biblical story, attempts to tell the life of these men and their relation to God. The
JacobPoems trace the life of Jacob from Rebecca's womb through
the deception of Issac, marraige to Rachel and Leah, the Egypt
sojourn, his death and final poem traces his descendants to the
"SONOF GODI!" Perhaps one of the most memorable is "I Give
'this Woman," the thoughts of Laban the morning Jacob discovers
he has been tricked into marrying Leah The Moses poems trace
the life of Moses from the time he was a "Three'Month Sailor"
through the sojourn in the wilderness to his death on Mount Nebo.
The Psalm Paraphrases are likewise interesting, at the same
(CAf, cont'd from p, 61

must keep their position as a "soft pre s sur e group," but must
not, in his opinion, become a political party of its own. He believes the Republican
party is flexible enough for him to be a
member, and still represent his people as fully and conscientiously as he can.
An interview
over the phone with Rev. David Zandstra shed
some light on the activities of the CAF in another part of the United States.
Zandstra is presently minister of the Christian Reformed Church in Broomal , Pennsylvania located in metropolitan
Philadelphia.
Zandstra stated that the CAF is known primarily for its activities in regard to the C en tr al Christian School in Philadelphia.
The school, whose principal, Rev. Davis was at Dordt recently,
attempts to bring Christian education within the ghetto region of
a metropolitan center. However, it is noteworthy here that while
the project of the school is a great success, the membership in
the CAF has not gone up commeasurately.
In other words, impact has failed to occur.
One of the difficulties he pointed out is the fact that the CAF is
having a difficult time establishing itself among the priorities of
the East Coast. There is some question as to whether the fact
that the CAF attempts to push itself mainly through the AACSand
other channels which emphasize primarily the philosophical implications of the whole business is connected with this: Nevertheless, the fact is that the CAF is greatly tied up with the Toronto group on the East Coast, a factor which may contribute to
its lack of startling acceptance.
This tendency toward philsophism in the CAF, stated Zandstra,
tends to cause the "Action" in "Christian Action Foundation" to
fall out, or at least to fade. He also pointed
out that the CAF
has no 0 u t rea c h beyond the s cope of the Chris tian Reformed
Church, at least in greater Philadelphia. And to depend on the
Christian Reformed Church in Philadelphia (28 families) seems
risky, at best. This lack of outreach does not conflict with what
he stated about the Central School: any number of groups were
instrumental in founding the school; but CAF did not experience
an increase in membership thereby.
The pre s en ce of Westminster Seminary in Philadelphia is a
mixed blessing to the CAF. It is good because it provides a base
point for dissemination and development of the ideals and ideas
of the Foundation. It provides a group of people who, by the very
nature of their occupation are interested in acting Christianly in
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by Dave Sinclair and Carol Addink

time keeping reasonably close to the Biblical text. A paraphrase
is by its very nature interpretive, but these seem to try to rermin
relatively unobtrusive. Occasionally a poetic device tends to stick
out and call attention to itself, as does the diction occarsionly.
The Ten Songs share the same problem with diction and interfering devices. They are, as are the poems, carefully created
and planned and show concerned for vocabulary and clarity. The
Animalphabet represents something of an experiment in Christian
writing for children. Itseems a bit stiff, however,for children-writing for children. It seems a bit stiff, however, for children-at least 21-year-old children.
There is much discussion about the nature of Christian literature, and the place for it in our society. Prince of God, although
flawed, is at least an attempt at Christian writing:-Its humor,
wry and dry, seems often to fit the character of the .s~ject.
The
book could perhaps be profitably used as a takeoff pomt m the discussion' or as an example of one man's thinking on the application
of Christianity to literature.
The young poet will also find interesting thinking in the Introduction, in which Mr. Meeter discusses
some more theoretical aspects of the poetic art.

a society. On the other side of the coin, however, the Seminary
can very well be responsible for the inc rea sin g philosophism
which p l ague s the group. For in such a setting, the emphasis
would tend to be more on philosophical outworkings of a system,
and various abstruse ramifications thereof than on practical application and action.
This also helps to explain the lack of enthusiasm for the project on the part of many Christians in metropolitan Philadelphia.
The list of projects which demand time
and money in the area are great, and most people would rather
put theirs into some endeavour which is active in some program
than sponsor philosophical discussions, however profitable these
mayor may not be. In any case, the Philadelphia situation clearly indicates the dangers that the foundation faces from denominational exclusiveness and excessive philosophism.
With the recent proposal to' change the name of the CAF to the
Association for Christian Political Action, perhaps the CAF could
make a fresh start, with the experience of past years as a teac,....---er.
They are faced, however, with innumerable problems, not
the least of which is the leadership question. The leadership direction tends to become ever less clear as the distance from Sioux
C e n te r increases.
Even what unity there is in this immediate
area becomes
less and less. Unity itself is a great problem
there are those who demand a temperance stand, those who will
not tolerate one; those who are opposed to abortion, those who are
not; and all in between. To attempt to forge a unified plan of aco tion out of this multiplicity
of opinions seems at best impossible.
In a society so attuned to the validity of individual opinion, to.
attempt
to buck this ever so basic tide may be disastrous: to
what extent must one give up his God-given and redeemed individuality in the name of "communal action?" To what extent is the
individual
obliged to sublimate himself to the "body politik?"
These are questions with which the CAF must wrestle, and wrestle long and hard, for they donot lend themselves to easy answers.
Yet, the CAF has spotted a real need in our culture: the need
for a distinctive and Christian interpretation of our duties as citizens.
In a country whose founding principle is responsible dissent, the need for such a voice has been great. We ought to be
merciful in our judgement of the CAF; it is a young organization,
beset with many problems, in far from an ideal situation no matter how one looks at it. There is an uphill fight waiting for the
CAF: they must fight those under secular delusions about moralism, agains t philosophism and intellectual snobbery. It must
guard against pollution from within, assault from without. It has
a rough task facing it. Who will buy this wonderful feeling?

(Feelings cont'd from p. 51

movement is all about.
We saw. And we heard.
And we smelled. And we thought about Dordt and kids in the Com m 0 n s and at Sandy Hollow, and
baseball games and attending classes. And we were happy. Happy that Dordt kids, no matter how sheltered or how isolated or
how backward, were not Yippies or Weathermen or Women for
Liberation.
The long-locked male sat on the fresh spring grass, semi -nude
only a red arm band adorning his upper torso. He took long drags
from that skinny cigarette and full swallows from the half gallon
of Balt-Hai , His skinny companion, supposedly female, took the
rapidly burning joint from his hand and inhaled deeply until her
chest cavity was full of the smoke. The picture
was striking.
Flashback: the commons ••. auto-dine ... Macomba Club.
The Ellipse.
One block from the President.
Anyone who has
ever seen 100,000 people within a 3 or 4 block area knows what
mass is all about The Dutch call it "benauwd, " There's no better
word. Movement is nearly impossible. Dr. Spock, Jane Fonda,
Allan Ginzberg, Phil Ochs, Judy Collins all speak but say the same

thing.
Incense pollutes the air. "Hari Krishna" is vocalized by ponytailed freaks who resemble survivors of BuchenwaId, But half of
this throng is straight. Regular people. No outlandish hair, regular make-up, collared shirts, even bras. Real people who feel
opposed to the Indochina war. We are impressed.
Some march
to the White House from two d ire c t i on s , Some follow S. D. S.
spokesmen to the labor department. Some disrobe unashamedly
and wade into the reflecting pool. Some go back to the Monument
to just lay there and groove.
It's over. One tipsy bus, a few
well-placed cannisters of tear gas, and a puddle of liberated Cocacola are all that remain. The many thousands who wore non-violence buttons had overcome. Beaten Weathermen and Yippies plot
again. A very highly emoted crowd, heated by temperatures well
into the 80's decided quietly that their mere presence "en masse"
was demonstration enough of their Witness.
Impression:
positive. Experience: highly educational. Goal:
accomplished.
Feelings: mixed.
Three tired observers move
west to Iowa.

the diamond
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Defenders Split
.
JFK Double-header,
End Season 9-3
On April 28, Dordt's
ed out to be alow scoring
baseball
team split a
contest as the Defenders
double-header with John
could only come up with
F. Kennedy College, althree htts , John Keizer
ways a tough baseball
doubled to knock in the
opponent. The Defendlone run for Dor dt in the
ers took the opener 6 to
sixth.
2, but then bowed to the
Guy De Haan went the
visitors
17to6inthe
distance on the mound
night-cap.
allowing two runs in the
In the opening game,
first ~nning, which ended
J.F. K. scored two runs
up being enough for the
inthe
first inning, but_Sioux Falls
nine. Guy
never threatened again
gave up six hits and two
as the y could manage
walks while striking out
only two more hits the seven.
rest of the game.
0:1 May 6, Dordt swejr
Dordt's bats were also
a twin-bill from Midwessilent until the sixth in tern College 1 to 0 and
ning when they exploded
7 to 1. A lead off single
with all of their six runs.
turned out to be the only
John Keizer doubled in a blemish on a near perrun and C. DeHaan,
fect performance
by
Brock, and Starn all hit
Case De Haan, Case alsingles.
lowed no walks and struck
Case De Haan took the out ten en r 0 ute to his
victoryona three-hitter.
one-hitter.
He fanned nine batters.
The game was won in
. J.F.K. quickly
took
command of the second the bottom of the seventh
inn ing as John Keizer
game as they sent up
nine batters in the first scored with th e ba s e s
loaded on a ground bal\
inning and scored three
rUBS. Though the De f - hit by Jim Krosschell.
enders were hittingwell,
The second game of the
they couldn't keep up to
afternoon was less tense
the torrid pace set by
as Dordt's hitting came
the visitors.
to life again. The DefenDordt's leading hitters
ders scoredatleastonce
were Mark Gray, Guy
De Haan, and John Vis- in every inning but the
ser, each hitting a home- fifth. The hitting attack
Was led by Starn. Broek,
run.
and Visser, each collecGuy De Haan received
ting two hits.
the loss, but R. Niewenhuts, J. Keizer, and ],
Visser all saw pitching
Randy Niewenhius
action.
pit c h e d his first comThe Dordt Defenders
plete game giving-up onplayed three bas e ball
lyone run on seven hits
double-headers
in six
and striking- out four.
days and hiked their season's record to 9 and 3.
Case De Haan won his
The Defenders travelthird game ina week and
ed to Sioux Falls on May
his sixth in a row with4 and walloped
Sioux
out a defeat, May 9. as
Falls Colle ge 14 to I in
Dordt slipped by Dakota
the opening game. But
State 3 to 2.
then bowed to their hosts
later that afternoon, 2
Ken Starn led off the
to 1.
game
with a home-run
A double by John Visfollowed
by another
ser, three singles in a
score
in
the
second inrowbyStam,
and Guy
ning.
Dakota
State
and Case De Haan, plus
scored
one
in
the
third
numerous walks allowed
and
fina
11y
tiedupthe
the Defenders to take a
substantial 8 to 0 lead in game in the bottom of the
seven t h , Thewinning
the first i nni n g of the
blow came in the ninth
first game. As a climax:
inning
when Broek
to the game, John Keizer
singled. stole sec 0 n d
poked two hits in the six
base, and scored
on
run fifth inning.
Keizer's single.
Case De Haan pitched
four innings allowing just
De Haan held the oppoone hit and two walks as
nents
to six hit s and
he struck out four. Ranstruck
out ten.
dy Niewenhuis g a v e up
In
the
second game 0 f
just one hi tin
the last
the
afternoon
against Dainning.
kota
State,
the
Defenders
The second game turnwe r e unable to score a

run as their hosts walked
away with the game 8 to O.
Guy De Haan ga ve up
one run in the first inning
one in the third. and then
was tagged for five runs
in the fatal fourth inning.
John Visser held ::Jakota
State to just one more run
in the I a S t two tnnlngs ,
Guy's record is now 2 and
3.

1M
Announces

Evening Gives

Shades Of

Badminton
Champs

Old South

On the Friday eve which
Men's and Woman's 1- marked the c los e of the
M badmiton tournaments nationally eventful week
ended last week.
of May the eighth.
the
Dordt college
senior
In the women's division class. dressed in formal,
became
Juniors Helen Dykshoom spring at t ire.
guests
of
the
junior
class
and K a th y Vande rPol
at
what
has
traditionally
came out on top in the
the Jr.- Sr.
doubles. Freshmen pre- been titled
Banquet;
this
year's
dominated in the singles
themeAn
Evening
In the
Glenda Vreugdenhill took,
Old
South.
first place .Carmen Dahm
sec on d. A tie between
Mary Brandenhorst and
Sophomore Liz Flikkema
filled the third place.

r----------.,

Ken Stam again led his
Sophomores
Guy De
team with a do ubI e , al- Haan and Bill De Jager
though i t was in fl. los ing took top place in the men's
cause.
division doubles.
Ray
Leenstra, a Freshman,
The Do r d t Defenders
won in the singles, folplay w hat will probably
10wedbySophomore Marbe their last game of the tin Bron and another
season, Wednesday, at
frosh, Byron Mulder, in
1:30 P.M. at home athird place.
gainst Westmar.
gdh

Want to know
what's
going on at Pordt next
year, but you aren't coming back for some reason?
Get a subscription to Ih.e
Diamond! Just put your
name and address with $2
in the Diamond mailbox in
room C 108.
Or send the

same to

The Dia~ond,

% Pardt College"oux
Center, Iowa, 51250.

Exam Schedule
Tuesday, May 26
7:30-9:30 am

Wednesday, May 27
7:30-9:30 am

Thursday,
7:30-9:00

Calvinism 302 A
Biology 102 A
Chemistry 302
English 208 A
German 102 A
History 302
Music 302
Philosophy 302
Psychology 205 A

Bible 102 A. B
Education 322 A
English 202 A
German 202 A
Greek 302
History 303
Music 316
Philosophy 201
Phys, .Ii.d.,106 A

Chemistry 104
Economics 202
Education 322 B
English 202 B
German 102 B
German 108
German 302
Mathematics 305
Music 312
Psychology 205 B

10:00-12:00
Calvinism 302 B
Biology 102 B
Chemistry 202
English 302
German 102 C
German 202 C
Greek 202
History 202 A
Music 208
Physics 104
Sociology 202
Speech 202 A

1:00-12:00
Dutch 202
English 102 A
'German 202 D
,German 308
History 208
Mathematics 207
Phys, Ed. 106 C
Physics 202
Sociology 202
Speech 202 B

10:00-12:00 am
Bible 202 A
Biology 122
Biology 213
Business Adm , 202 A
English 312
English 318
German 202 B
Latin 202
Mathematics 312
Philosophy 307
Phys, Ed. 106 B
1:00-3:00 pm
Dutch 102
Economics 309
English 202 C
English 208 B
German 102 D
Mathematics 201
Philosophy 310
Phys. Ed. 211
Phys Science 102 A
Physics 309
Speech 303
3:30-5:30 pm
Bible 202 C
Business Adm, 202 B
English 303
German 208
Greek 102
Philosophy 202
Phys. Ed. 204

1:00-3:00 pm
Bible 202 B
Business Adm, 206
English 264
English 316
German 102 E
History 202 B
Latin 102
Music 104
Music 204
Phys , Ed. 207
3:30-5:30
English 314
History 210
Mathematics 106 B
Political Sci. 202

May 28

1:00-3:00
English 102 B
German 306
Mathematics 106 A
Mathematics 202
Philosophy 308
3:30-5:30
Biology 303
History 204
Mathematics 106 C
Music 314
Phys, Sci. 102 B

•

